Physics 555

Fall 2011

Problem set #6

Due Friday Oct. 28


1. Let ψ s = f (r) (where r =| r |) represent a normalized spherical atomic s function. (a)
Show that for a set of p functions, the choices { ψ x = 3 f (r)x /r and similar for y,z}, are all
normalized, mutually orthogonal, and orthogonal to ψ s . (b) Show that of all possible

2
“point” in the x‐direction (in the sense that ψ is normalized and ψ ( r = rxˆ )
€ functions that €
is maximized), the best choice is ψ = (€
1/2)ψ s + ( 3 /2)ψ x . (c) Show that the function
1 = (ψ s + ψ x + ψ y + ψ z ) /2 points optimally in€the (111) direction. (d) Show that the
function 2 = (ψ s − ψ x − ψ y + ψ z ) /2 is orthogonal to
in the (1 1 1)
€ 1 and points optimally
€
€

direction. Construct two
€ more functions 3 and 4 that form a set of 4 mutually
orthogonal and optimally pointing functions. (e) Sketch the four functions and show that
they point to the corners of a tetrahedron.€ These functions are a basis for
€ “sp3 bonding.”
€

,ψ x ,ψ y } ,€construct a new set of 3 orthogonal functions that
2. From the set of functions {ψ s€
are equivalent under rotations of 120o. Some hints: You are constructing a unitary
transformation, but that information is not particularly helpful. What is helpful is that the
“s” part of the states {|1>, |2>, |3>} must be the same in all three states (why?). And, you
€ the process and reconstruct {ψ ,ψ ,ψ } from {|1>, |2>, |3>}.
must be able to “invert”
s
x
y
Finally, it is not necessary, but it is certainly sensible to choose |1> to point (perhaps not
optimally) along xˆ . These functions are a basis for “sp2” bonding. The (so far) unused
function ψ z is available for “π‐bonding.” What does this have to do with formaldehyde
€
(O=CH2)?
€bands in 1d. Atoms of type “a” are at positions
1. LCAO
€
xna = na, and have a non‐degenerate s level of energy E0 –
Δ and wave function |na> = ψa(xxna). Atoms of type “b”
are at positions xnb = na + ½a, with a non‐degenerate px
level of energy E0 + Δ and wave function |nb>=ψb(xxnb).
The illustration to the right, from Ibach and Lüth, has the
correct geometry if you change labels from y to x. The
system is periodic with period a. The levels are all
orthogonal to each other. The Hamiltonian matrix elements are <na|H|n’a>= (E0 – Δ)δnn’,
<nb|H|n’b>= (E0 + Δ)δnn’, and <na|H|n’b> = V if |n’b> is just to the right of |na> (n = n’).
(a) By symmetry, what is the matrix element <na|H|n’b> if |n’b> is just to the left of |na>
(n’ = n1)? (b) Explain why it is sensible to have V positive, given the attractive potential
that electrons experience from atoms. (c) Derive the band structure. (d) For E0 = 0 and
Δ = 1 eV and V = 1 eV, plot energy versus wave‐vector in the Brillouin zone, with the
energy and k‐axis dimensions given. (e) Sketch the density of states versus energy.
4. Here is problem 1.11 from Ibach and Lüth (see below).

This problem does a good job getting at the mechanism of van der Waals bonding. I do
not find the wording very clear, and will try to illuminate. Also, on p.16, Ibach and Lüth
state that the source of van der Waals interaction is “charge fluctuations in atoms due to
zero point motion.” This is correct once you understand that they are not talking about
zero point motion of nuclear coordinates, but of electron behavior. This is not standard
terminology, in my experience. A better way to say it, and this problem illustrates it well,
is that the source of van der Waals interactions is higherorder modifications of quantum
electron charge fluctuations that occur in response to quantum charge fluctuations of other
atoms. It is definitely a quantum effect, not found in classical physics.
The geometry of this problem is 1‐dimensional. Here is a coordinate system.

The oscillator displacements x1, x2 are positive when the + charge is to the right of the –
charge, and vary symmetrically around 0. The interaction energy H1 should not include
interactions between the + and – charges (+ and – |e|) of a single oscillator, just between
charges on different oscillators.

